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Robert Glenn Mulder, Jr. COMPOSITION AS IT RELATES TO THE TEACHING OF
GRAMMAR IN THE JUNIOR OR SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL. (Under the direction of
Dr. James W. Batten) School of Education, East Carolina College,
August, 1964.

The purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of

teaching grammar using the traditional, formalized approach of learn¬

ing parts of speech, memorization of rules, diagramming sentences,

and parts analysis with an experimental approach. In the experimental

group grammatical relationships were taught by applying rules in the

writing of themes and stories. The textbook was used only on rare

occasions and the standard fill-in-the-blank grammatical exercises

were disregarded entirely. During the year the members of the experi¬

mental class wrote 135 papers of various lengths while the members of

the traditional group wrote only sixty brief papers.

The study was limited to members in the junior high school and

no attempt was made to compare or equate the members of either group

with senior high school or college students. Also, the study was

In order to produce a more final conclu-limited to one school year.

sion a careful follow-up of both groups would be necessary for longer

periods of time.

Standard Achievement Tests were administered to both groups in the

beginning and at the end of the school year. The parallel (traditional)

group improved the battery median by .7 during the year} the experimental

group improved its average 1.2. The difference is not very notice-

able but the advantage in improvement went to the experimental class.



The total number of identified errors in writing for the parallel

group was much greater than the experimental group. The most note¬

worthy difference of an intangible nature was the attitude toward

the study of English. Throughout the study, it was noted by the

researcher that the students doing the most writing displayed more

positive attitudes concerning English in general than those members

of the parallel group.

The following recommendations were madei (l) that students

be allowed to write more as a means of studying grammar and gram-

matical relationships (2) that students be subjected to fewer

nomenclature drills and be instructed to use more writing skills

(3) that students be instructed to analyze mistakes by re-writing

sentences (4) that students study grammar only in the light of

papers written rather than memorization of rules and diagramming

sentences unless diagrams are utilized to show realtionships.
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CHAPTER I

THE NATURE OF IKE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

In the teaching of language on the secondary level, one area which

has been the subject of much criticism and debate has been that of c

position* Attacks haw come from industry, government, and from the

teaching profession itself.* That too

today are still unable to write clearly and concisely after twelve years

of training is a problem which English teachers have faced with defeating

discomfort for many years* The seriousness of this problem is further

seen in the following statement by Frank A* Tredinnick, Jr.* "I strongly

believe that the inability of too many students to write accurately and

intelligently is a national disaster and one which is a threat to the

equality of all education in this country.’*2 This weakness alone seems

serious enough to suggest an evaluation of the present high school English

iny high school graduates of

curriculum.

I. THE PKCBLEM

Statement qi the problem* The purposes of this study are (i) to

show how composition is related to the teaching of English gr

(2) to compare the scores of two groups, the experimental and the

n

ijohn Fischer, "shy Nobody Can’t drits Good," Harper’s Magazine
228 (February, 1964), p. 63.

2Frank A. Tree innick, Jr., "Teaching Robert to Write," National
AllflfiAitigr. ^gMEnal* 4» (February, 1960), p. 44*
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thodsj and (3) to present a

ans of exposition,

parallel, being taught by two different

thod of study for teaching grammar by

this being the method used in the experimental group*

Some questions which this study poses are as followst (1) Why do

six years of required English in junior and senior high school not

adequately prepare a graduate for English as a college freshman? (2) Can

possible

there not be a more effective thod of teaching grammar and exposition

whereby students will strengthen these skills and therefore be prepared

for freshman English in college?

kes thisImportance of the study. One of the

study important is that students, for the most part, are inadequate for the

in reasons which

college English program. Evidenced by the number of colleges faced with

having to Include remedial English in their program, this problem has

long claimed the interest of linguists and gri

the administrators, professors, and high school teachers of English.3
In 1960, seventy per cent of the American colleges and universities found

it necessary to offer non-credit courses in remedial English.4 In the

rians, not to mention

same year, one hundred and fifty thousand students failed the entrance

a part of this program.^ There is atest in English and thereby bee

need to study this weakness*

3Arno Jewett, "Improving the Quality of English compo
National Jeurnal> si (December, 1962),

sition,"
p* 8*

4Ibid*. p« 8.
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The writer of this study made an analysis of nine high school

textbooks of English gr< ir and composition in an effort to see where

emphasis is being placed by the authors of secondary texts. Table I in

the Appendix indicates the paginal analysis of this project. This table

shows the total number of pages given to five areas of English study.

Forty-six per cent of the pages was occupied by basic grammar) fourteen

per cent was occupied by composition. It cannot be assumed, nor is this

necessary, that this much materiel in any degree was covered. Neither

can the extent to which it was covered be determined. The fact of primary

importance, adding further strength to the significance of this study,

is that over fifty per cent of the paginal allocation was designated to

composition and grammar. With this in mind, it would seem that the

present day course in English should be designed to prepare high school

graduates for college English.

Even though the material may be covered, there is obviously more

that should be (tone. Each year students who meet college entrance

requirements fail to cope with expectations in their individual English

classes.6 Whether the solution to this problem csn be placed in the

junior or senior high school has not yet been determined. It is possible

that a different approach to the teaching of composition and gr<

any of the six high school levels would not only enhance the course itself

but also make for a mors practical, enduring presentation of the language

ir at

course.

^Tredinnick, ££. cit.. p. 44.
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Procedure q± tha study. TV*o groups, the experimental and the

parallel, were used In this study. An entire chapter of this thesis is

given to an explanation of the thod used in teaching the experimental

group. The parallel group was taught throughout the year in the tradi¬

tional manner of grammatical instruction, this being a study of the

eight parts of speech (verbs, nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs,

prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections), sentence analysis, phrase

and clause identification, and diagraming. Much nomenclature drill was

used with this group, while the experimental group covered these areas,

they did so with emphasis being placed on what they themselves had

r rather than on prescribed exerciseswritten with its application to gri

from the textbook.

A comparison of the two groups should be considered at this time.

Tables II and III in the Appendix show the divisional comparisons of these

According to the cumulative folders, the average I. Q, fortwo groups.

the experimental group was 124, Their average battery median in the

seventh grade (or at the beginning of the eighth grad®) was 9.3. The

parallel group had an average I. Q» of 123 with an average battery

10,3. Forms 2 and jf of the Stanford Achievement Test were given to

determine these medians,7 Thirty students comprised the experimental

groupi twenty-eight were in the parallel group.

dian

7Truman L* Kelly and others, Stanford Achievement Test. New York*
Harcourt, Brace and world, 1963.
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Limits tip tha study. Sosas possible limitations of this study are

as followss (1) The class sizes were not the same, one having twenty*

eight students with thirty in the other, and this could have made a slight

difference in the testing averages and in the teaching Itself. (2} Two

changes In students during the year may have altered total scores to a

slight degree. (3) The confines of this study make it impossible to

carry the experiment longer than one year. If this study could be extended,

more definite conclusions could be reached} however, conclusions are

to be found in the last chapter.

II. DEFINITIONS OF 1MB TERMS USED

In a study of this nature, it bee

nology which clarification would help. The writer would like to define

s necessary to use a term!-

some of these terms.

Grammar is the scientific analysis and treatment of words and their

syntactical relationship.^ The study of grammar contains the study of

sentence structure, parts of speech, and identification of phrases and

clauses and their relationships within the sentence.

Traditional drammar is the same as that defined above,

years, however, the idee of grammar as it has been studied through

general analysis has needed a defending for those in modern schools of

In recent

debater*a New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield! £ and £ Merri
Company, 1959), p. 359
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9
thought who look for a now approach in teaching this original grammar.

Several articlaa have appeared in publications of the National council

As it applies
10

of Teachers of English concerning traditional grammar,

in this paper, traditional grammar consists of the nomenclature drills,

parts of speech and sentence identification, and diagramming.

structural grammar is the study and description of the structure

(tot much concerned with definitions and rules, it deals

with the study of the formation of words and the changes in word forms

and with the study of the relationship of words and word groups within

of language.

the sentence. Structural grammar also deals with a study of the sounds
U

of language, particularly those significant to meaning.
12

structural grammar which takes the new terminology, modem grammar.

It i&i) thsHg

Composition is the act of composing or arranging words to form

sentences, paragraphs, or verses. It is the art or practice of writing.*3
The two major areas of composition are expository and creative writing.

Expository writing is the form of composition giving the writer

an opportunity to express himself in personal essays, paragraphs,

^Edgar H. Schuster, "How Good Xe the New Grammar?** The English
Journal. L (September, 1961), p. 992.

*°W. Nelson Francis and others, "The State of Grammar,** The
English Journal, ill (May, 1963), pp. 317*345.

11David a. Conlin, Grammar for Written English (Boston* Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1961), p. 1.

12Ifcik»» p. 2.

*^Webster* s. pp. cit., p. 169.
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editorials, or by other similar means, Expository writing soaks to
14

expound, explain, or appraise analytically.

Creative writing Is the form of composition giving written form

to th© Imaginative thoughts of an individual. From these imaginations

he creates people, places, and situations around which these subject*

move, to write creatively one must explore and discover significant
15

experience and must use his mind to shape it into created form.

Intelligence quotient is a number denoting the Intelligence of

an Individual, determined by dividing the mental age by the chrono-
16

logical age and multiplying by a hundred.

iatterv median is a point (not necessarily a score) In an array

above and below which ona-half the scores fail. It is a measure of pool*

tlen, rather than a measure of magnitude,*7

M
Ibid., p. 292.

X3Pearl Hogreff, Th& Bwm. S& aSMSiMt
Harper and Brothers, 1936), p. lx,

i6.ebetor's, oo. clt.« p. 437.

i7John $• Best, Essoarch Education (Englewood Cliffs* ;‘ren»
tics-Hall, Inc., 1939), p« 213.

M&&aa (*•» *****



CHAPTER XI

LITERATURE RELATED TO THE STUDY

Finding material that covers the field of composition and grammar

with its many ramifications is no difficult task* Textbooks have been

designed which emphasize gr, , while others are more concerned with

composition. This chapter dealt with a study of these texts and with

related literature emphasizing both gr and composition* Three case

studies related to the topic of concern are also included in this

chapter*

I. THE OPINIONS OF GRAMMARIANS

Entire books have been given to the explanation of how writing

Published in MM, Modern Camaositlon is one of the

recent texts designed to instruct in the technique of writing.*
text covers the entire field of composition and gr.

approach which, unlike the texts placing their first emphasis on grama

places writing as the main point of emphasis*

Complete studies have been made to analyse the research done in
2

written composition.

should be done.

This

but with an

>*»

In these studies conclusions are stated which

^Wallace £• Gtegner and others, Modem Composition (New York* Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc*, 1964), p* 1*

2Richard Braddock and others, Research In Written Composition
(Champaign! National Council of Teachers of English, 1963), p* 1*
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could often confuse the teacher of English, On the one side he is

harassed by such stab nts as, "All available research has shown that

r by Itself has little or no direct influence upon the speaking

and writing habits of students."3
QTI

At the sane tine, there are other

authorities who stats quite the contrary* Zn Basic Composition, the

introduction says, “In other words, gr

direct bearing on effective expression."4
is taught because it has a

Searles and Carisen gave a series of tests to determine what
5

influence, if any, a knowledge of grammar had on the writing process.

Their findings

which would have great influence on the validity of their conclusions.

ire very clear) however, they made ny assumptions

They stated, "The results from tests in gri ir, composition, and lit-

erary interpretation led to the conclusion that there was little or no

ir and composition." The subjects of this

testing, conducted in a high school situation, had been exposed to forms

of grammar during previous years) therefore, this would have si

on the findings, since their earlier instruction would have a degree of

carry-over into high school. Furthermore, without this foregained

relationship between gr.

bear!) g

knowledge, such a statement relative to the worth of grammar based on

this assumption may not have substantial validity.

3David A. Conlin, "Can Traditional Gr
English Journal. XLVII (April, 1958),

4Philip Burnham, Basic Composition (Chicago* Scott, Foresmsn and
Company, 1952), p. v.

^John R. Searles and G. Robert Cariaon, "English,"
of educational Research (New York* The Macmillan Company, 1960), p. 454,

r Be Modernized?", The
p. 189.
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In a recent monograh on gr< tlcal pattern*, Enela M. Borgh

Introduce* her thesis* "There are skeptics, of course, who say that

r Is no help at all In the teaching of cos^osltlon. Admittedly,

this is a difficult task for teacher and student, but some of the tech-

nlqixrs suggested by the 'new* gr«

gr.

irs can help them, both to improve

recurring weakness in structure.

Throughout this monograph, Borgh explains the structural devices and

sentences and to diagnose and overc

basic patterns used as aids to the total process of language. Her si

mary follows closely what was stated In the introduction* "Once a stu-

dent has grasped the gra.

other aspects of language which, in addition to atrucutre, are vital to
7

the composition process.”

tical system, he is better able to understand

The work of a Harvard professor is quoted in the light of his

discovery on this topic. John B. Carroll states in his book on language,

"There is a fundamental question whether English gr ir should be taught,

iy be, for example, that imitation, practice,

and repetition of standard speech patterns will be as effective as gri

statical explanations.

In this statement Carroll suggests that imitation (of other

writers), practice (with the writing process), and repetition (in the use

and how much of it. ... it

-8

6
Composition (Oshkosh*
p. 1.

Cnola M. Borgh, Grammatical Patterns and
Wisconsin Council of Teachers of English, 1963),

7
Ibid., p. 20.

John B. Carroll, The Study of Language (Cambridge* Harvard
University Press, 1953), p. 152.

8
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of corrected forms) will surpass the stereotyped drills which are mention-

ed elsewhere in this chapter and which often summarize the student's

course in high school English so far as language is concerned.

Floyd L. Bergman conducted a study in Duluth, Minnesota, in order

to determine the effectiveness of grammar instruction and composition on
g

language achievement. Two groups of eighth graders, the control and

the experimental, were used. In one year the two groups of near-equal

ability were taught language In different methods. One group was sub-

jected to daily uniform drills from a textbook punctuated by teacher

explanations and class discussion. The experimental group was given a

prepared kit with separate lessons to be completed individually. Most

of the lessons were so designed as to reinforce their learning by writing

a composition upon the completion of each unit. The acceleration of

writing was intended to see the effect it would have on the comprehension

of grammar. Testing was used throughout the semester experiment, and the

results were stated by the author as following* "The results of the

experiment were received by the teacher with some mixed emotion. First,

the hypothesis was accepted. The experimental class performed as well

as the control group on pre- and post-test results. This was somewhat

disappointing for I had hoped that the experimental class would distin-

%loyd L. Bergman, "Individualism* Key to More Writing," The
English Journal. LI (March, 1962), p. 193.
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guish itself by its higher achievement. On the other hand, it did prove

that the concentrated drill and explanation experienced by the control
10

class were not the most effective methods available."

According to Bergman’s testing and his own conclusion of the

experiment, the individualization of the experimental group suggested

that composition was an aid to grammar. At the same time this class had

an opportunity to write more and to receive individual criticism of their

writing.

Perhaps there could be an argument for grammatical hindrances

to the writing process, whan one is so overly conscious of spelling,

punctuation, and sentence structure, he could possibly fall to express

what is in his mind. This could hinder and perhaps choke the student's

Non-standard forms of English are better than no-forms,creativity*

however. As he discussed at length in his book, Albert R. Kitzhaber

points out that most of the writing done in our society is done by the

educated and, except in special cases, standard English is the fora
11

Consequently, as he indicates, standard English is learned

through the study of grammar, making it have an important place of value

used.

in the curriculum.

10Ibld p. 195*

^Albert R. Kitzhaber and Donald W* Lee, Handbook for Basic Com-
position (Navi York* McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1958), p. 15.

•»
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tfcteh has been written about grammar and Its function In the

teaching of composition. Entire serial of texts have been developed on

English grasses* and composition, relating the two.*2 At the same time,

no one writer guarantees that hie approach to the subject will produce

successful writers. In her introduction to a Functional English Grammar.

Margaret M. Bryant writes, "I do not promise that a knowledge of English

grammar will enable any student to write fluently. Grammar cannot be

regarded as a master key to the vitals of the world.

At no place in his research did this writer find any direct state-

sent to the acceptance that composition could be used as a single device

for teaching grammar* however, statements were made to the effect that

grammar was a very definite aid to the art of composition, and that

writing could help the learning of gr<

think that, on the contrary, an adequate knowledge of the forms of English

and of the rules for their use should be a very valuable prerequisite to

instruction in composition.

course, in direct contradiction to the grammarians who do not favor the

.13

• One writer stated! "I

All of these schools of thought are, of

teaching of grammar.

^John S. -arriner and others, ifoailiil
6 Volumes, (New York* Harcourt, brace and Company, 193®), p. 1 ff,

^Margaret »• Bryant, & Functional English Grammar. (Boston* 0. C*
Heath and Company, 1943), p. vl.

14
butaner Ives, "Linguistics in the Classroom,” College English.

(December, 1955), p. 170.
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The opinion that writing aids the grammar process is taken by

Ingrid M. Strom in her article In The Education Digest* Her statement

that writing is used in the enlistment of the interest and pleasure of
15

the pupil places additional value on composition itself,

further that grammar as a formal, separate discipline of the drill-book

She states

variety may be replaced by the teacher who dares to use writing as a

method for instructing in this often-dull part of language. Concluding

her article she writes "that direct methods of instruction, focusing on

more precise structuring of ideas in writing, are more efficient in

teaching sentence structure, usage, punctuation, and other related

language factors than are such approaches as nomenclature drill, rote

memorization of rules, fillingin blanks in workbook exercises, and

extensive diagramming. „16

II. A STUDENT SURVEY

Strom’s statement implied that grammar was often disliked. A

survey taken in a local school gives some student opinions on the topic.

The main criticism of high school students relative to language is that

grammar is dull. They state that it is the same thing year after year.

In his own junior high situation, the writer asked 220 seventh and

eighth graders the question, "Do you really enjoy English grammar?" Of

the students asked, 91 out of 220 students said definitely that they did

15
Ingrid M. Strom, "Research in Teaching Grammar and Usage," The

Education Digest. XXVI (January, 1961), pp. 50-51*

16Ibid.. p. 52.
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not* A "yes" answer came quite freely from 73 of those questioned* The

question, MDo you like writing (any type) better than grammar?" was asked*

Only 132 replied that they didf 65 stated their dislike for writing. The

same students were questioned as to whether they had rather study grammar

by way of more writing or more nomenclature (explained to them in their

language) drills. Sixty frankly replied that they did not know. A

positive answer was given by 130 students, and 30 students said that

more drill was their preference. A table showing this information may

be found in the appendix.

This is student opinion from a junior high level of thinking and

would furnish an investigator with only so much workable data no matter

how accurately an average grouping was polled. Even at that, the

opinions give some ideas as to how students feel about the matter.

Students who do not enjoy the study of grammar might find the

research of Edgar H. Schuster interesting.*7 In two groups, one studying

traditional grammar and the other a more modem approach (such as struc-

tural grammar), there was very little difference in scores derived from

the STEP Writing Test. The groups emphasizing grammar for its own merits

did no better than the students learning through the other approach in

Schuster's study. From this experiment one might possibly deduct the

thought of accepting this data as final, but such a deduction cannot be

drawn from a single isolated case, particularly when there are other

schools of thought to the contrary.

17
Schuster, op. cit.« p. 397.
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The suggestion that the learning of grammar could be done as

sffactively by writing as by drill was interesting. According to

Ingrid M. Strom* who has been quoted before in this paper, the answer to

teaching grammar ia not in drills. "Research reveals that a knowledge

of classifieetory grammar has little measurable effect on the ability

to express ideas accurately or precisely in writing or in speaking.

Grammatleal errors are individual matters and era best attacked through
IB

individual instruction,"

The individual instruction called for demands the instructor's

attention, whether in marking a paper and returning it to a student, or

whether working with him through some other technique. Strom supports

this hypothesis by her statement* "Young people improve their sentences

by having many opportunities, with the guidance of a teacher, for struc-

turlng their own thoughts into sentences.

XII, THE APPROACH IN OCU£G£ TEXTS

Much of the research used thus far relates to the high school

course. The approach to the problem itself is no different in college.

In one of the paperbacks, Grammar for Written English. David A. Conlin

of Arizona State University, states the purpose for his wldely«>used

college text as follows* "This book is grounded in the belief that a

10
Ingrid M. Strom, "Do Grasmar Drills Help Writing Skills?",

National Educational Journal. (December, I960), p. 360.

19Ifei£«» P* 361.
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knowledge of grammatical principles, and practice with then, is related

to skill in composition. Traditional grammar, it is true, has failed to

the extent that it does not provide an accurate description of our

language. Structural grammar has provided valuable correctives ——

new insights into the structure of English and a more accurate description

of It. «20

The same writer gives a major portion of his text to the exercise

of writing itself. He advocates the act of writing as the best way to

learn writing, and his introduction gives a lengthy explanation on how

hindered the student is who knows little about the fundamentals of

grammar and a general knowledge of his language.

Following a discussion of the importance of teaching grammar,

J. N. Hook emphatically states in his text for high school English teachers

that students get too little practice in writing.21 His strong iraplica-

tion is that students are not given enough writing to help solidify the

learning they have done. In listing the five steps in emphasizing

grammar to the high school student, Hook concluded! "Assign much practice
*22in writing.

Parsing, nomenclature drill, and diagramming are considered abstract

conceptions by some grammarians. In the Midwest, one of the nation's

outstanding teachers of English, Dora V. Smith of the University of

20
Conlin, op. cit.. p. xl.

21J. N. Hook, The Teaching of High School English (New York* The
Ronald Press, 1950), p. 276.

^Ibid.. p. 277.
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Minnesota, has pleaded for teaching the truly functional grammar, for

using the thought approach, and for having students do much work with

sentences and paragraphs.^ Smith makes the conclusion that the most

effective means of teaching a practical grammar is by using that grammar

in writing.

IV. THE TEXTBOOK EMPHASIS

There are many high school teachers who believe this and who have
24

successfully employed the Smith theory,

books in English grammar must believe this to be the valid means of

instruction. Approximately twenty-five textbooks (grades seven, eight,

and nine) were analyzed in the preparation of this paper. In nearly

every one, the latter portion of assignments was designed to further the

idea of writing. Usually rules of explanation are followed by what has

been referred to as "stock sentences," where students are asked to pick

out the element of concern. Next, they are instructed to identify these

elements as to type and use. Then sentence copying, underlining, and

identifying enveloped what is called the "dull day of grammar." Because

this is easier to check, quicker to go over in class, and more ready for

instant use and review, too many times it constitutes all that is covered

Basically, the makers of text-

on that particular lesson. The most worthy part of the entire lesson

usually appears as Item C or D of the assignment. Some typical of these

overlooked but needed assignments are the following*

^%ook» op. cit.. p. 283.
24
Ibid., p. 283.
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(Exercises lettered as they appear in text*}

C* .trite a paragraph about five or store different sounds
that you have heard since you arose this morning. Use exact
and vivid verbs.23 (This is an excellent assignment for the
study of verbs* It lends itself well to that which might
interest junior high school students*}

3. Write original sentences using ten of the indefinite
pronouns studied in this lesson* Be sure that each sentence
contains^* personal pronoun referring to the indefinitepronoun.^

C. Write five original sentences about things in your
someschoolroom* Add to your nouns prepositional phrases»

of them compound, used as adjectives*27
0* Write a paragraph in which you use the four kinds

of sentences according to the ideas that they express*
Including direct quotations will make it easier to write
imperative sentences*2b

These exercises offer experience in writing for the student, and

this experience is what many of the quoted gr, ians have requested*

A more recent textbook, Gulaa XSt Modern Lno^lsh. makes a different

approach in its sollow-up of rules and explanations*29 This approach is

that of recognizing errors as they appear in given sentences* The

sentences in this text often come from the classics and appear to be

“Wille John, Peuiene M. Yates, and s dward N* DeLaney, The New
Building Batter English Nine (Evanston* Row, Peterson and Company, 1955},
P* 281.

2ottiSt*. o. 330.

27Ihld.| p. 34o*

28Ibid., p. 413.

^Richard II* Corbin, Marguerite Glough, and Howard Vender Beek,
Guide to Modern English (Chicago* Scott, Foresman and Company, 1960), p* 24*
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of a difficult making. This modern text emphasizes oral English more

than writtenj still* one might find such assignments as follow* "Choose

one of the following topic sentences and write a paragraph that makes the

topic clear. Make sure that every sentence in your paragraph sticks to

the idea stated in the topic sentence.

The examples cited suggest that writing is directly related to the

teaching of grammar, and that any medium, practical or abstract, is not

sufficient by itself today. These sample assignments show that text

makers see the need for written composition in the study of grammatical

fundamentals•

*30

That writing is of importance in understanding fundamentals is

seen in this statement from the New Stanford Achievement Test.3* Meaning

in its relation to capitalization and punctuation, the manual states*

"The most valid test of a person’s ability to punctuate and capitalize

is, of course, the extent to which in his own writing he does these

things correctly."

whether he is aware of it or not, the student who writes does so

in the light of what gar

the rules of subject-verb agreement, he will write, The pile of leaves

was burning." and not, The pile of leaves were burning." He sees this

he knows. For instance, if Charles knows

30
Xbljd.. p. 2S»

31Iruraan L. Kelley and others, "Directions for Administering
(Stanford Achievement Test) Manual" (New York* Harcourt, Brace and
world, 1963), p. 5.
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more clearly, however, when he creates his own little problems and then

works to a practical, correct solution. His creative process has
32

stretched and his knowledge of grammar has grown.

There is no substitute for knowing the fundamentals of grammar.

A student either knows what a verb phrase is or he does not know. To

assume that by simply writing a few sentences at random a student learns

r, has no more truth than by assuming that he will be a successfulgri

writer once he masters a set number of rules. Writing is not an answer

to grammatical mastery, nor was it intended to be. It is, however, quite

valuable to follow the explanations of gerundive phrases by having

students write their own sentences which employ the use of gerunds. Doing

this, he is not simply looking for those already written, a task which

really proves nothing except the obvious. Students should write their

tical examples, and this can be done with all forms of writing.own g*

A complete explanation of this is in the following chapter.

Expository and creative writing were defined in Chapter I. Many

teachers, stating that all writing is of a creative nature, fail to

separate the two.33 They defend their opinions by saying* "Unless a

child merely copies down the words of someone else, all writing is erea-

tlve." But, no matter what writing he does, It offers needed experience.

32
Ada Riddlesbarger and Nell Stillwagon, £asv English Exercises

(New York* Harcourt, brace and world, Inc., 1956), p. 101.

33Lou La 3rant, "Writing, Most Difficult of tha Language Arts,"
National Education Association Journal. XLVII (March, 1958), p. 189.
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A survey was taken by the writer In hie local system. Twenty

teacher® were asked the question, "Do you believe creative writing can

*?* Fourteen of the teachers said, "Yes.”

The other six held to the belief that writers, like artists and musicians,

are bom and not made, thus eliminating the idea that writing can be

taught anyway. Of the fourteen who gave a positive answer, over half

be used as an aid to gr,

admitted that perhaps it could be done but to do it Justice, too much

effort on the part of the classroom teacher was involved.

IV. SOME CASE STUDIES

In a study of this nature, it would seem possible to accept many

assumptions. Case studies have been revealing and at times have given

much validity to this writer's hypothesis. Studies which have been

conducted during the last decade stand to offer valuable data to the one

doing research In grammar and composition. The following cases are

entered, not as a conclusion, but as a means to reaching a conclusion.

Hone of the experiments actually indicatesthat writing is the best means

to teach grammar. They do suggest, however, that the nomenclature drills

it do not meet the demands of today's language.of traditional gr<

writing is proved in these studies to be, if not the best, at least one

of the best means to instruct the English language.

The Purdue Study. A 1949 experiment at Purdue University by

Virgil Lokke and George «ykof£, proved that writing was as beneficial as
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34
In an effort to see its relationship to grammar, the

of college freshmen was used* Two groups, the control

ir, (noaen-

clature drill, sentence analysis, and phrase and clause identification)

was done with the control groups themes were written once each week* The

experimental group wrote two themes per week but stressed the use of

grammar through careful observance of their own extensive writing*

The results of this experiment proved that theme writing definitely

rote grammar*

writing progn

and the experimental, were used. Regular teaching of gr.

increases a student's comprehension of fundamentals* Moat outstanding

mentioned! (1) In the classof the results were the following it<

doing the most writing, failures reduced 66% and grades improved 60*.

(2) The experimental groups shewed a smaller number of failures. (3)

The experimental group, with less formal classroom instruction in

grammar, compared favorably with the group having rote grammar (and doing

less writing).

This experiment suggests that by composition a more valuable way

to learn grammar has been found* >«ere this not the case, contradictory

evidence would probably have presented itself In the Purdue experiment.

The draddock Study. Stanford University was the sit® of a similar

experiment.33 The testing, conducted in 1958*59, involved two hundred

"^Virgil L. Lokke and George S* sykoff, "Doubling Writing in Fresh-
man Composition," Schools and Society. LXVIII (November, 1948), p. 439.

33iUchard draddock, Richard Lloyd-Jones, and Lowell dchoer,
Research In Written Composition (Champaignt National Council of Teachers
of English, 1963), p. 69.
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and fifty-seven students. Divided into groups similar to the Purdue

experiment, students entered a vigorous writing course with groupings

taught to emphasize particular areas of language study* The various

classes were taught, ooserved closely, and tested so as to make the

experiment an extensive one. Much helpful data were the results.

The most significant conclusion to be drawn from this study is

as follows« "There seems to be a very definite proof that writing

should be corrected by the teacher on the student's paper, marginal or

at the end. The papers should be rewritten in the light of these

indicated areas. By a careful following of this suggestion, composition

is placed in the proper perspective so far as it relates to the teaching

of grammar."36
The Harris Study. A final study to be reviewed was conducted in

England at the University of London*37 Called the Harris Study, this

experiment extended over a two-year period, attempting to prove how

valuable grammar is in the teaching of composition.

Similar to the studies mentioned previously, this study involved

two groups. One group was taught the fundamentals of gr.

review. The other group simply wrote compositions, and what language was

taught was done so in the students' papers. This writer was surprised to

by rote and

55
Ibid., p. 72.

57
Ibid., p. S3.
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see as their conclusion* "It seems safe to infer that the study of

tical terminology had a negligible or even a relatively

harmful effect upon the correctness of children’s writing."38
Actually, this London study is parallel to the one being con-

ducted in this thesis. One major difference is that the results are

English gr<

different to a small degree. A comparison of the results of the two

experiment® may be found in the last chapter of this thesis. This

writer feels that because of undefined assumptions in the London study,

there is a lack of concreteness surrounding the conclusions stated.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Recognizing the assumption that gr

acceptable degree of equality prior to these experiments, the tests con-

ducted in junior high, senior high, and college all produce about the

same major deductions. The most noteworthy conclusions to be found in

the studies cited are as follows* (1) Grammar may be taught more effec-

tivaly with the use of composition} (2) Continuous nomenclature drill is

not as effective as written expression} (3) writing, when properly

motivated and corrected, provides valuable learning experience In grammar

as well as In expression} and (4) Writing is most valuable to students

wheat they are given an opportunity to see and correct their Individual

mistakes.

ir has been mastered to some

^Ibld.. p. 94.
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These experiments with their stated results should to some degree

do much toward proving the hypothesis of this thesis*



CHAPTER III

THE EXPERIMENTAL UNIT IN THE STUDY

I. INTRODUCTION TO THE UNIT

Presenting a program of study whereby grammar is taught through

the use of composition can be done only after certain assumptions are

made. Before the writer presents his program of study, it is advanta¬

geous to spell out these assumptions. First, it should be understood

that students have been exposed to grammar in earlier grades and that

the terminology employed here is not an introduction but an opportunity

of reviewing things previously studied. Second, It is necessary that

the students involved in this program have some ability to write, that

they at least have the ability to express themselves in simple sentences.

Third, it is further assumed that the students involved have a degree of

desire so far as learning grammar through the composition-stress method

is concerned.

Because of these important assumptions, it becomes necessary to

place restrictions on the types of groups involved in this program. It

is the feeling of the writer that such a program can be conducted best

on the junior high levelj that Is, in the seventh, eighth, or ninth

grades, students would respond to this approach more readily. These

groups should be of average ability or above; it is doubtful that the

remedial groups would profit a great deal from this approach. If the

procedure is to be used successfully on any other grade level, much

alteration would most likely be needed.
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This suggested program of study is presented in the following

manner* (1) The grammatical pattern is stated, briefly explained, and

sometimes illustrated. The explanations are brief, and more emphasis

has been placed on the actual writing of the students in the examples

given. (2) A possible example for motivation is sometimes suggested.

(3) Examples from students* papers have been collected and given in this

study. These were taken from the experimental group for which this unit

was designed.

The extent to which this course of study is successful would

depend to a great degree on the classroom teacher Involved and his abil-

ity to motivate and challenge the students. The unit is offered neither

as a substitute nor a finality in the teaching of grammar or compositions

moreover, It is one plan used by one teacher to get the job done and one

way which, in the opinion of the writer, shows that composition may be

used in the teaching of grammar. The individual approach is not vastly

different from what is perhaps used in many classrooms today} however,

the total purpose of the unit is what concerns this paper. Because of

the nature and personality of this chapter, the imperative mood Is often

used* It should be remembered at this point that what is presented is an

abbreviated version of the teaching In the experimental group. The empha¬

sis was placed on what the students had written themselves with non-

grammatical corrections many times also made by the students. Whether

the total plan has been successful can be determined by the reader after

studying the limited results of the experiment in the next chapter.
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Already it has been declared that the time* used to complete this study

is a restricting factor so far as definite conclusions are concerned.

II. CAPITALIZATION AND PUNCTUATION

The use of cax^ia,! letters. In order to show special signifi-

cance or recognition to certain places, things, or people, the use of

kes tills possible. Capital letters also separate the

normal common noun from the proper noun. An example is boy (common) and

Tom Riggs (proper).

Assignment At ^frite ten simple sentences using certain locations

in your city as a topic of interest. (The topic could be expanded by

using the state or narrowed by using the local school.)

The following examples were taken from student papers based on

the above assignment#

1 attend the Greenville Junior High School on Fifth Street.
The Ficklen Stadium is located In Greenville,
I hop# to attend East Carolina College when 1 graduate.
There was a fire in the Tetterten Building yesterday.
Have you visited the bowling alley on Memorial Drive?

Assignment Bt write sentences using a variety of names, family

relations, and positions. Show that you understand where proper recog¬

capital letters

nition should be given by the use of capital letters*

The following are student examples*

s Smith, Jr.My name is J
Mother's sister, Mrs. Charles Joyner, is my aunt.
Rev. Carl Morris Is pastor of the Presbyterian church.
The Jaycee Award went to Captain Bailey.
Our family physician is Dr. C. F. Irons.
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Assignment C* Write sentences referring to brand names, races,

documents, and words referring to the Deity.

His London Fog needs Martinizing care.
Our English ancestors are responsible for our language,
isere you required to learn the Gettysburg Address?
Jesus and His disciples taught about the Kingdom of God.

Assignment D* Use as the title of a paragraph "Something About

Myself," and answer six of the following ten questions. You may answer

them in any order you wish, but write only one paragraph with every

sentence relating to the given topic.

The ten questions for motivation are the following*

1. What is your name? (and nick-name?)
2. Who are your parents?
3* Where do you live? (street, city, and state)
4. Where do you attend school?
5. What courses do you take? (list them)
6. What seasons and holidays do you like best?
7. Name your favorite television show and your favorite or

special hobby.
8. Who is your favorite relative?
9. Where would you like to travel if you had your choice?10.Where do you attend church and who is pastor?

A student paragraph based on this assignment follows*

I am George Brooks, but because of my hair most people call
me "Red." Mr. and Mrs. Les Brooks are my parents. We live in
Greenville, North Carolina, at 132 Western Circle. At the J. H.
Rose High School, I am taking the following subjects* English,
Algebra I, science, civics, and physical education. This does
not leave me much time for my favorite pastime, television.
The program I enjoy most is "The Beverly Hillbillies," and some-
day I hope to visit the location of this show.

By using similar exercises with an explanation of why certain

words and names are capitalized, students may see the practical value in
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the use of capital letters. It is believed that the carry-over into sore

difficult sentences will be greater once the student has seen in his own

vfrlting the need for capitalization In the sentence.

Even in the exercises explained thus far, one can see how in the

teaching of grammar and grammatical patterns one thing relates to the

other. Punctuation has not been discussed, although it has been employed

(and was employed) correctly in the examples given here.

The use of punctuation. Because the meaning one wishes to convey

often depends on punctuation, it is important that these small decorative

marks be used carefully and purposefully in one’s writing. One of the

most Important marks of punctuation is the comma. Usually it is a

separating mark used to show pauses in thought and separations of things.

Assignment A* Write some example sentences in which you use

commas for clarity. Be certain that you do not fail to end each sentence

with proper punctuation.

The following are student examples*

The address of our school is 1216 Reade Street, Greenville, North
Carolina.
On November 22, 1963, President Kennedy was assassinated.
There are, of course, other reasons for his resignation.
Bailey, ray pet Collie, was a gilt from ay uncle.
Next year I want to take English, French, civics, math, and
home economics.
She missed the most important part of the program, but she
did show up anyway.
If the rain continues, the game will be called off.
You attended the homecasing festivities, didn’t you?

Some stronger marks of punctuation are the semicolon, the colon,

the hyphen, and the dash. Semicolons are used between two or more
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independent clauses of a compound sentence. Colons are used to introduce

something that is to follow. Hyphens and dashes are used to separate

needed elements.

Assignment B* Use in good sentences some of the stronger marks

of punctuation.

The following sentences were taken from student papers*

At our first monthly meeting the following officers were
chosen* Joe Cox, president; James Smith, Vice-president;
Sue Brown, secretary; and Clarice 3az©more, treasure*.
The room became still; no one dared move.
His ambition can never be accomplished now; the wreck robbed
him of that.
Edgar Allan Poe owed his step father thirty-seven dollars.
He won by a three-fourths majority vote.
His I-don't-care attitude cost him his grade in that course*
That was certainly an un-Christian thing for him to say.
The president-elect will not be able to attend.

Assignment C* Find and copy from a magazine or newspaper

examples of these four marks of punctuation. Notice how professional

writers use these marks to make their sentences more varied. Notice

also how smoothness in reading is possible when proper punctuation is

used.

No examples are given for this assignment or for any of the

assignments requiring the help of writers other than themselves.

The marks of end punctuation were emphasized throughout the study;

therefore, no separate lesson is described her® for these marks. It

should be further explained that, although in this chapter it is not given

attention throughout, proper punctuation is emphasized in each lesson.

tical patterns are introduced, their proper punctuation iswhen new gr

also covered in class at that time.
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III. THE PARTS OF SPEECH

Most of the words in the English language may be classified under

eight general headings called the parts of speech. A word is categorized

as to the part of speech according to its function In a given sentence.

word nay be used as several parts of speech depending upon itsThe S'

use.

Verba are the life of the sentence. Their function is to express

action and state of being or existing. Because of verba, the sentence

moves along, does something, and shows an existing situation.

Assignment a* By using vivid and straight-forward verbs, write

two or three sentences telling a short story or brief incident.

The following are student examples*

Boy Scouts developed thair own fort, constructed after the
manner of the early pioneer. Cooking and living in the fort
made up the boys* leisure hours for the

The snake slithered swiftly through the bent grass after
being attacked by the hiking campers* He seemed to under-
stand that he was no match for the mischievous boys.

Assignment B* Select some animal and describe with a good verb

that animal's walk.

sr.

The following are student examples*

The frog hopped as if he had a broken leg.
The waddle of a duck must have Inspired that new dance.
Under the heat of a match, the worm squirmed painfully,
dhen the hors; began to trot, wa knew that he had lost
the race.

The dog swaggered across the yard after the ball hit him
on the head.
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In the grammatically correct sentence, verbs must agree in number

with their subjects. For this agreement, all singular subjects must be

completed by using singular verbs* plural subjects must b© completed by

using plural verbs.

Assignment Ci writ© sentences in which you are careful to make

verbs agree in number with their subjects.

The following are student examples of this assignment*

Joe and I were sitting around a blazing fire.
The soil is very fertile and farmers are pleased with
their crops.
The Scotch and Scotch-Iriah are two groups of people
living in Scotland.
The people are much like the Americans.
The furniture in these rooms Is not alike.

One of the properties of a verb is called tense. The time of the

action, or tense, Is expressed in this quality. There are six main tenses

(present, past, future, present perfect, past perfect, and future perfect).

These different tenses are used according to the time of the action which

must be expressed.

Assignment D* Arite several groups of two sentences. For each

group have a contrasting tense* that is, have the action taking place at

a different time in each pair.

Examples of these pairs are as follows*

Mr. Parker throws nice passes.
Mr. Parker threw a poor pass yesterday.

Mrs. Lassiter taught that course last year.
Mrs. Lassiter will have taught that course eight times.

Joe passed science with a narrow margin.
Joe will pass science with a narrow margin.
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They will have gone by six o’clock tomorrow night.
They went before six o’clock.

I take English every year.
Z have taken English many times.

Throughout the study of verbs, students were asked to find in

their library books and in other reading some passages of significance

in which lively verbs were used. They were encouraged to study the sports

section of a daily newspaper to see how different writers use verbs to

get their story across in a more active way.

Periodically during the year passages from great literature were

read to the students for stimulation of interest. Such a passage, one

in which verbs are exorbitantly used, follows*

"As Rip and his companion approached them, they suddenly
desisted from their play, and stared at him with such fixed
statue-like gaze, and such strange, uncouth lack-luster counts-
nances, that his heart turned within him, and his knees smote
together. His companion now emptied the contents of the keg
into large flagons, and made signs to him to wait upon the
company. He obeyed with fear and trembling* they quaffed the
liquor in profound silence, and then returned to the gam#."1
It is felt by this writer that careful analysis of professional

writers to any student's degree of ability will prove not only helpful

r, but also helpful in thefrom the standpoint of seeing correct gri

shaping of an individual student's style.

Nouns are the naming elements among the parts of speech. Persona,

places, things, qualities, and ideas are all named by nouns. Their

usefulness is seen in telling what the sentence is about. To show proper

1
Washington Irving, "Rip Van tinkle."
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significance there are two in typos of nouns, caramon and proper. All

aproper nouns begin with a capital letter) common nouns begin with a

letter.

Assignment At itrite a series of sentences using a common noun

and a proper noun in the s sentence.

student examples follow:Si

The first day Harper came, no boy should have been out in
the storm alone.
America is certainly a beautiful country.
Dagwood has no special mission other than as a comic
character.
m lived in a peaceful colony in Rhode island.

Specific nouns give more information than do general nouns.

Oldsmobile is more specific than automobile. Super 88 is even sore

specific than Oldsmobile.

Assignment Bt Use specific nouns as the subject of sentences you

write based on a short story you have read recently.

The following are student examples*

Boas Negro was a blind cobbler with an unusually keen sense of
hearing.
In "To Build a Fire," Jack London created an interesting story
with a very simple plot.
A *62 Jet Star was all in the world Chip Belehaunty wanted.
"Rumplesnltz* could have saved the Ufa of Gawaine but his

ry failed him.

Students should be aware of whether their sentences are in the

active or passive voice. Subjects that do the acting and name the

receivers of that action are said t© be in the active voice) subjects

receiving the action performed by the verb are said to be in the passive

voice.
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Assignment C* Show in sentences that you know the difference

between active and passive voice* Remember that the subject must do the

acting to an object in order to have active voice*

Some example sentences are those following*

Tom broke the window with the football*
Grandmother baked the cake for the boys*
The teacher prepared the examination*

The examination was prepared by the teacher*
A window was broken by Tom*
A cake had been baked for the boys by ay grandmother*

Assignment D* Afrit* a short paragraph telling about an exciting

experience you have had recently* Make this paragraph active voice.

Write another paragraph of comparison in the passive voice*

An example of this followsi

My father and I went fishing recently* Soon after we had
untied our boat and were ready to push off, father grabbed my
arm pulling me away from the seat 1 was about to take# Astonished,
I looked at him seeing the fright In his eyes. He took a boat
paddle and pointed it in the direction of the seat* A huge dark
water moccasin struck the paddle in an angry way, but father
pounded the snake's head In a more deadly way* After several
forceful blows, the snake surrendered his life. &e continued
our fishing trip, teat I was more careful from then on where I sat*

dtars made of silver paper had been suspended from wires
that crossed the celling* In one corner of the room a huge yellow
moon had been placed slightly above the stars* Little toy wagons
with life-saver wheels had been placed at every table* These had
been filled with star mints# Programs for the evening had been
printed in black on sliver paper cut in various shapes to resemble
stars. The theme of the banquet could be seen throughout the room.
"Hitch Tour 4agon to a Star* had been chosen by the juniors that
year*

% are used as substitutes for nouns. They are used in most

of the places that nouns are used and are valuable in keeping the

S23JHE

21641.4
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sentence from being tedious* Fox instance, "John lost John's book” is

improved by "John lost his book*” Because of their close similarity to

nouns, no special exercises are given here for pronouns* Their proper

use may be seen in other sentences used in this chapter*

Adiactives are used as descriptive and limiting words* Modifying

nouns and pronouns, they add color and vividness to the sentence. With*

(Hit these descriptive words, the sentence would lack the flavor which

makes reading enjoyable.

Assignment Ai Find from your stories (already written in class

or otherwise) sentences which contain good description* Select five of

your best sentences for this assignment*

The following examples were from student papersi

The multi-colored leaves from the trees overhead formed a vast

carpet on which Manley Dickens walked*
I felt faint as I looked st the matted dry blood on his
withered face*
Under the stars the pool seemed like a clear blue stre
Jacob remembered the way she had looked, not frail and weak at
ail, but she had been strong and sturdy and straight.
The awesome beauty of the endless wilderness

time, frightened him*
as Judy stepped out on the sparkling ice, breathless with
excitement, she stopped short!

Adjectives are compered in three degrees depending upon the number

of things compared* The positive degree is used for one object* the

comparative degree (@r, more) is used for two objects* the superlative

degree (est, most) is used for three or more objects.

Assignment Bi Write sentences using two degrees of comparison in

sed, and at the
a.

the s; sentence*
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The following are student examples;

David is smart, but Charles is the smartest of all four children.
Ellen*#, speech was the best one given, but her sister also gave
a good one.
"Gunsmoke* is the better of the two westerns, but the best show
this season is ’’The Beverly Hillbillies."

Adverbs are words used to give sore force and meaning to verbs,

adjectives, and other adverbs, hike adjectives, they limit or affect the

meaning of the words they modify. Often they may be identified by their

"ly" ending.

Assignment At Write sentences in which you show the best use of

the adverb. Use variety in these sentences*

The following are student examples.

Our teacher changes his mind too often.
His tests are extremely hard.
We are working on the project slowly but surely.
The new student did remarkably well on his introductions.
A good secretary works rapidly and efficiently.

The comparison of adverbs is not taken up separately because of

the similarity to adjective comparison* More work on the adverb is

taken up in sections four and five of this chapter.

The last three parts of speech are Introductory words, connectives,

and independent words. They are mentioned here, but because they are used

throughout In the examples already given and in those to be given later.

they are not taken up as separate parts of speech with assignments on

each one.

Prepositions are introductory words introducing prepositional

phrases. They show the relationship of their noun or pronoun object to
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the other words In the sentence. Conjunctions are connective words.

Joining words, phrases, and clauses, these connectives make it possible

to lengthen considerably any sentence desired. Interjections are words

of emotion which express some strong or instant feeling. They have no

grammatical connection to the other words in the sentence.

IV. iiPHCIAL GRAMMATICAL FORMii

Three grammatical forms which are often confusing to the student

are the gerund, the participle, and the Infinitive. Made by altering the

verb in a number of ways and used in several different areas, these forms

lend themselves to student writing more easily than some other phrases

discussed thus far.

The gerund is an Ming* fora of a verb used as a noun. Thus, by

adding this ending to any verb in its present tense form and by using

this altered word as a subject, direct object, predicate nominative,

indirect object, appetitive, or object of the preposition, a correct

gerund has been used in the sentence.

3y using the gerund phrase as the subject of a sentence, this

instructor had each student list a series of things happening to him

during the school day. Later, as will bo pointed out, predicates were

added to these subjects.

One student's list is as followsi

Getting out of bed ...
talking to school ...
beeing all my friends ...
Taking a difficult examination • • .

Hearing the final bell ...
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Meeting at the drug store •

Going for a ride
Eating « warm supper • • •

Catting up ay homework

• 9

tit

• ♦ •

In another assignment, students were asked to complete their

gerund diaries by adding appropriate predicates to their subjects.

The above student completed her list in the following manner*

Getting out of bed was no easy Job.
Walking vt school fait refreshing after a good breakfast.
Seeing all my friends amused m as usual.
Taking a difficult examination exhausted me.

After the students had completed the gerund subject. It was

possible to explore other uses of this form. Students were asked to

express their feelings on certain things by using a subject, a predi-

cate, and a gerund direct object to express this feeling. An example

given to them was ”X dislike cheating on examination*.M

some student examples of this exercise follow*

wa do not admire acting up in class.
Our teacher hates cramming for a test.
I do not like parking in the hot sun.
She did not understand moving the decimal.
The principal detests calling students to the office.

These examples have shown the use of the gerund in two of its

arses. The other four area# are used in the following student sentencest

waiting can cause the missing of opportunities.
He devotes too much time to collecting stamps.
That teacher gives reading too much emphasis in class.
His hobby, swimming, is certainly a good one for his development.
The secretary's job is filing papers for hours at the time.

Constant emphasis was placed on this verb form. Its use was

employed in a number of ways similar to the ones illustrated. The students
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themselves did the writing of these forms, and the instructor found that

rarely was a lengthy explanation needed to motivate these writings.

Even though the use of gerunds had been employed in a number of papers

previously written and studied, this was a first experience in recognizing

what had been done grammatically.

The participle is another form of a verb with its ending altered.

Modifying or limiting nouns and pronouns, this grammatical form is used

as an adjective. Some examples of motivation follow:

Racing down the street, John was able to see the fire.
The girl seated at the desk is my sister.
The pile of burned leaves made an unsightly mess.
Another book, written by Mr. Pierce, is expected to be off
the press soon.

Students were asked to use the participle in a phrase to introduce

a sentence telling what they did while waiting for a bus.

Some of the following sentences were taken from this exercise*

Leaning against the parking meter, I waited for the bus.
Holding a very heavy package, I waited for the bus.
Standing in the pouring rain, Sue waited for a bus.
Wondering what would happen next, Tom waited for his bus.

A baby was described with participial phrases in the following

manner. These are also student examples*

X saw the chubby baby crawling on the floor.
Did you see the cute baby walking in front of his mother?
Who could forget the baby yelling his head off?
She noticed the baby climbing out of the crib.

The following sentence was given for consideration* Dennis the

, confessed his crime. Students were askedmenace,

to fill the blank with an appropriate participial phrase ending in "ed"

and giving the location of Dennis at this time.
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Some student examples follow*

seated on the floor
placed before his parents
stretched out on the bed
concealed by the curtain

Other uses of the participle are In these sentences.

Finally the visiting team broke out of the huddle.
Soon the water had risen leaving only a tiny island where the
dogs stood huddled together and surrounded by the swirling water,
vie could still hear sounds coming from the bedroom.
Slowly the raging figure came nearer, nearer to them.

As students write such sentences, they are making use of the

grammatical patterns which are often termed difficult. In these simple

exercises on the participle and gerund, they see in their own writing

how these patterns are useful for sentence variety and maturity.

Throughout the study (and this cannot be over-emphasized),

students searched in newspapers and magazines, not textbooks, to see

how professional writers use these same forms in their writing.

The infinitive is the present tense of the verb form with the word

"to" placed before it. They may be used as nouns, adjectives, or adverbs.

Their use in the sentence determines what type they are. Noun infinitives

are used in the sentence the same way nouns are used. Adjective infini-

tives are used to modify nouns and pronouns* adverb infinitives are used

primarily to modify verbs and adjectives.

An exercise with infinitives included the listing of certain

ambitions held by the students. They were asked to use as a heading **My

Main Ambitions’* and to list with Infinitives these ambitions.
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A typical student list follows*

To finish school
To attend the University of Horth Carolina
To own my automobile
To got married
To make lots of money
To be a successful golfer
To have a nice home

This exercise has an unlimited possibility* Students were urged

to take these same phrases and use them In a sentence deciding what type

of infinitive they had used according to Its use*

The following ten sentences were copied from student papers based

on this assignments

bhe wanted to go swimming, but her mother wouldn’t let her* (noun)
To attend the University of florfch Carolina has always been an
ambition of mine* (noun)
Me c

James wanted nothing but to win* (noun)
To see the picture, John stood on his books, (adverb)
Mr* Joyner was the on© to elct. (adjective)
They appointed Miss Bailey to the office* (adverb)
Mom had the idea to lower the price* (adjective)
Dick was the substitute to play Tom’s position, (adjective)
Her job, to catch the loose wires, was simple* (noun)
He went to investigate* (adverb)

Pointing out such writers as Shakespeare, who wrote "To be or not

to be, that is the question.", and Milton, who wrote "Give m the right

to know, to utter, to argue fully according to conscience, above all

liberties*”, will make students aware of the great authors who have used

infinitives in their writing* This pattern, like the others mentioned,

may be found in any daily newspaper or aagasine, and the students in this

study were constantly urged to make use of these mediums*

to make trouble for the others* (adverb)
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Tha prepositional jahrase consists of a preposition and its aodlfi-

er*. The phrase itself is most always used as a modifying element. As

a practice exercise students were asked to trace their actions for a

brief period with the use of those phrases* such as "down the hall*" etc.

The following is a student listing*

up the stairs
to the locker
down the hall
into the room

to ay seat
at the blackboard

on ay paper
with ay pencil
on the teacher's desk
from the board

In any piece of professional writing, the use of prepositional

phrases is prevalent. This instructor used the song, "America the

Beautiful" by Katherine Lee Bates* to point out how valuable prepositional

phrases are. Students were then asked to take their list and make a brief

story relating the adventures of their phrases. From the student who

the following story*

In getting to my English class X have to walk up the stairs.
Every class is preceded by a visit to the locker to get my text-
book and dictionary. Like a robot, I walk down the hall* into
the room* and to my seat. In looking at the blackboard* I find
that some classwork is to be done. I write my name on my paper
with my pencil and begin the work. Soon X finish and place my
paper on the teacher's desk, sit down* and copy my homework from
the board.

made the list above c

This is a simple exercise* however* but it stresses the proper use

of phrases and makes students aware of using them. Gerund, participial*

and infinitive phrases have already b#en discussed*
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V. UNDERSTANDING THE CLAUSE

Thus far in the presentation of this unit, the writer has discussed

the most common areas of grammar in the junior high school. However*

because he feels that it is not too difficult an area to cover with this

age* this writer would like to consider the clause as it was presented

to the experimental group in this study. Even though in the students'

grammar texts it was not emphasized, perhaps it should have been.

There are three main clauses for consideration. The noun clause,

like the gerund and noun infinitive* is used in the sentence as if it

were a noun. Those areas have already been mentioned. Noun clauses

are Introduced by such words as that, what, how, and why. Other words

are often used to introduce these clauses but only when they refer to a

noun used In the sentence.

tflth this in mind* the students were asked to consider a few of

the things in life they did not understand. They were assigned a list

using noun clauses to introduce these items.

Folio-wing is a student's list*

tvhat life is all about ...
How to be successful in life ...
why man was placed on this earth • • •

That life is really worthwhile ...
•there heaven is • . •

The reader of this paper can readily see how this exercise lends

itself to suggesting theme topics for the students. Usually from each

student's list will come one particular topic of interest which that

student will enjoy working into a longer paper, decause the idea has been

his, this writer feels that a better student paper will be the product.
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From their stories previously written, students were asked to

find examples of noun clauses they had used. Sana of these follow*

Than, as I opened the door, toy eyas focused on what had made
all the noise.
Ho oft; knew what was in tho tiny box under his bunk ~ not even
the warden.
Rudy said, "Where I am going is none of your business."
The secret that he was s spy could b* kept no longer.
1 bagan to woftOwr what 1 had done.

An additional ©xarcisa was given whereby each student told, with

the help of noun clauses, what thoughts cose to his mind as he stands

on the seashore or on a mountain. Their clauses are as follows*

What holds the water on the land
How shells are made
hon the mountain was first explored
Where the salt cooes from
How deep is the valley
After* the caves sre

s4rare the flowers have gone

The adtectlya elects& has as Its main function the identifying of

nouns and pronouns within the sentence, i ven though It has its own

subject and predicate, the adjective clause may not stand slone. It is,

like the noun clause, a dependent element needing the remainder of the

sentence on which to lean.

Students may best see the adjective clause by writing a name and

identifying that person with a "who" clause. In this first exercise they

were not asked to write complete sentences. Proper punctuation of them

was discussed. The examples follow*

Mr. Smith, who is the new principal,
Our milkman, who started work last week,
Mrs. Byrd, who teaches in the eighth grade,
Jill, who is Jack's twin sister,
Mark, who is president of the student body.
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These examples show the pattern of the adjective clause* Of

course* students were given other words of introduction for this clause*

but the basic pattern for identification in this manner may be understood

once the "who** clause is mastered. Students were also asked to write

complete sentences using this form* punctuating all clauses not needed

for complete sense in the sentence*

The following are some samples from student papers <

Marty, who considered himself a pretty fair marksman, was
surprised to miss his first shot*
There are several points in Longfellow*® poem that I don’t
agree with*
This is the one who needs assistance in crossing*
The first reason that 1 believe in luck is based on a

personal experience*
Anyone who reads this book will see Creswell's point.
He came back to the place where the murder was committed*

The adverb clause is quite often an introductory one? it modifies

verbs, adjective®* and adverbs* These clauses are usually introduced by

such words a® since* if* although* and unless* Students were asked to

use the idea of excuses in writing sentences in first person using

adverb clauses*

Some of their examples follow*

Although I studied hard* I still failed the test.
If I had known about that* I*d have been there*
iinca 1 hadn't heard the news* 1 didn't bother to go.
Although I should have known* I still made the error*

borne other examples of the use of adverb clauses are also listed

here*

The Aycocks live where we spend our summer.
After you have had your lunch* meet me in the room*
Before you acuse me* let me explain where I've been*
Since Bob has been away at college, he has been studying very hard.
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Sven though the types of clauses mentioned In this section are

not as familiar to the students, it is still not an impossibility to

carefully in their dally papers and magazines. Throughout

the study, students were asked to clip fro® the newspapers and magazines

sentences which made use of these clause patterns. This, having the

same value as with the other patterns, proved a worthwhile experience in

helping the students recognize them and make proper application in their

own writing.

consider tlv

At this point it should be emphasized that the discussion in this

chapter is merely a brief pattern of what was conducted in the classroom.

Students were constantly writing, in addition to these mentioned pattern

s, and creative stories. For the most

part, every grammatical pattern discussed here was familiar material}

that is, students were already using these to a degree in their writing.

«‘*hat this instructor tried to do was to point out what these self-created

examples, longer paragraph#, th<

patterns were and to show how their sentences should contain them.

Constant awareness of these patterns, it is believed by the writer, makes

the student see the practicality of his acquired grammar.

VI. SOME SSLF-M' DH fOTIVATICN

In order always to have the material at the disposal of the

students in promoting this plan, it bee

ways of motivating students for this composition process. It was found

that self-motivation could be used to an advantage and that good writing

necessary to find additional

could be produced as a result of the Interest students create themselves.
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The following material will be discussed by stating an assignment and by

immediately following that with a few selected student examples. Again,

the Imperative mood Is used, and the writing Is more creative than

expository in nature.

Assignment At Use a noun clause in a sentence suggestive of a

plot for a short story.

The first time I saw Harper I felt sorry for him.
what he carried in that ragged burlap bag was a mystery to
everyone in the small mountain village,
John knew that the pulling of the switch would surely mean
death.
$hy the boy left the orphanage disturbed the housemother.
Miss Williams knew how to operate the vault doors.

Assignment 3* write a series of adverbial clauses introduced

by "if* that suggest an event which may be unpleasant or tragic. You

might consider these as first sentences to a story.

If David attends the meeting, the fight will certainly b®
unavoidable.
If we miss the trail at Bald Knob, we shall never reach
Hawksbill by nightfall.
If the demonstrators Insist, pandemonium will surely break
out.
If the car is left unlocked, you might expect a theft.

Assignment C* Use some prepositional phrases to suggest a title

for a short story. An example is "On the Beach," which is a popular

novel and movie. Treat these as if they were story titles.

Within the .sail
Around the Turntable
Throughout the battle
Between Two Impossibles

Students were instructed to take the objects of these prepositions

and make an entirely different story.
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Assignment Di Use as an ending sentence to a possible story an

adjective clause identifying so©? person or important object in the

imaginary story.

It was reported to have be?n the book which held up the blade.
The diploma was given to the mother who walked five miles in the
rain.
The stains led to the truck that had been burned.
Another good deed had been done by the boy whose father had died.

Assignment Ei State a suggested plot of a short story in a

sentence which is compound and in the past tense.

George never took part in his group*s activities at recess,
until one day he met Chris and things changed for the better.
Mr. Kbaley had locked every door in the motel, so the stolen
television remained a mystery*
The day in the classroom had been very trying for Mrs. Black,
but no one suspected her taking it out on the neighbor's child.
The gradebook had been stolen all right, and Charles had been
seen in the room at lunch.

Assignment Ft Write a topic for a paragraph of comparison using

two extremely opposite personalities. These individuals may be con*

temporary or dead) even television and motion picture stars may be consio-

ered.

Dagwood and Matt billon
Billy Graham and Burt Lancaster
George Washington and Aaron Burr
Ava Gardner and Dale Evans

Assignment G* Use a sentence fragment to suggest an idea for s

short story you might like to develop. Capitalize only the first word

of your fragment) be sure not to make a complete sentence.

convicts in an exercising let
Two boys about to fight over a girl
A girl trying to sstroy a note
Midgets cutting capers in a bus station
Two downs involved in s love affair with the same girl
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Assignment h. Suggest some titles for short stories beginning

with one of the articles.

A Person to Avoid
The trsng* Librarian
The Unopened Letter

An Episode to Homeaber
A Very Hard Situation
The Courageous Cripple

These are a fen of the many suggestions of self-motivation used

in this study. In each ease a student had several choices on which to

write. At no time did the instructor say, "«rit© a paragraph about what

you did last summer." In most cases students were allowed to write in a

creative (story-like) rather than in an expository manner. Members of

the experimental group enjoyed reading their compositions to the class,

and this was allowed a great part of the time. In fact, hearing the

itea and picking out various grammatical patterns made

by their peers seemed to help the total program of the experimental

stories of clas

group.

Occasionally in this chapter it has been suggested that students

choose from their previous writing examples of these gr<

Shen this has been the case, it has referred to such stories and com-

positions mentioned in the last eight assignments (A - H). Toward the

end of the year, each student in the experimental group was given a

prepared sheet titled ‘'A Search for Grammatical Patterns." From the

composition folders (kept on file throughout the year), students listed

tical form discussed in class. They found that

tical forms through the

tical patterns.

examples of every gr,

In their own writing, they had employed the gr<

year. Hot always were they aware of the patterns they had used until
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they were studied in class* Upon realising that he had used such forma,

a typical student might be heard to say, *1 didn't know I was so smart.*

Conclusion to the unit, while the experimental group under

observation in this study was writing and learning gr

cation in their own works, the parallel group was studying grsraaor in

the traditional manner of nomenclature drills, selection of correct forms,

and through diagraming. The parallel group also wrote a few themes as

ir by idontifi—

can be scon by titles on the suamary in th® Appendix. An analysis of

the two methods of instruction and statements of evaluation are in

Chapter XV.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In Chapter I under the heading Limits to the study, it was stated

that more definite conclusions relative to this project could be made

if the period of time used could have been more extensive. It is not

possible in one year to determine completely how valuable composition

it* The teacher conducting this study would

be interested in carrying the experiment further* Even though the

testing results are not as revealing as the writer would have liked the®

to be, he taels that the study has been valuable. Both teacher ami

is in the teaching of g;

students have profited from the observations and the experiments in the

classroom*

Throughout the year the parallel group was taught gr

traditional manner as explained in Chapter I* They were taught very

such in the maimer which is assumed to be employed in many classrooms

today* The textbook was used and completed by the end of the ysarj that

is, every exorcise following explanations had been worked, ell sentences

had been diagrammed and analyzed, and all suggested activities had been

performed*

ir in the

At the sam- time, the experimental group was taught grammar only

as it applied to the compositions they wrote. The textbook was used

only on rare occasions, and rarely were textbook activities used* A

total of 135 papers were written by this group during the year* The

parallel group wrote approximately sixty papers, however, the writing was

not as good as in the experimental group.
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From the two tables (Table II and III) in the Appendix, the reader

may observe the very slight difference in the scores of the two groups

under study. The parallel group improved its average battery median by

.7 during the year; the experimental group improved its average by 1.2.

Even though this is no remarkable difference, it does indicate some

improvement advantage held by the experimental group. To select a

student at random from either list and to compare his rate of increase

is to see how closely similar the groups were. As stated in the first

chapter of this thesis, one of the main considerations was to have groups

of nearly equal ability. The simple results as stated on these tables

indicate only one area, that being the ranking on one particular standard

test in language. There were other advantages to the experimental method,

though perhaps not as tangible to amplify.

As negative as the approach may be, the two tables (Table IV and

V) in the Appendix showing a break-down of errors made by bothdgroups

place more advantage to the experimental method. One can easily see

from these two tables that it was the experimental group who made the

most improvement in so far as decreasing errors in writing is concerned.

There is a remarkable difference in the rate of errors still being made

in the parallel group at the end of the study and in the experimental

group. This is not difficult to explain, however. This group wrote

twice as much as the other group. The parallel group, it will be remembered,

wrote only occasionally? the experimental group wrote constantly. Even

this information is not as conclusive as it could be if the experiment

could be extended.
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As objective as it is possible fear the writer to be, he should

like to discuss attitudes among students in both groups during the year*

Nothing now was done in the parallel group* Teaching was very much

similar to what students had been accustomed to for the past seven years*

Drills were the same, sentences were diagrammed, parts were identified,

and clauses and phrases were selected* Tho textbook was different but

the approach was the same* A problem which had confronted this nglish

teacher many times before also happened in this class* Students became

tired of English* They did the work (because they were a good group)

but enthusiasm was lacking and attitudes were not good. The teacher was

itivate the students in this group afterunable, for the most part, to

the first two months*

situation did not exist in the experimental group* Being

able to and wanting to write, students

throughout the course* Selecting their own topics in many cases gave

them an opportunity to write on topics which held interest for them*

Reading these papers to the class was a sharing experience which became

a seif-motivating device in many cases. Tho members Of this class seemed

tlcai patterns that they had created* It is

the feeling of this writer that they will retain the

this way much longer than if observing sentences designed for this purpose.

It is, then, attitude- that seemed to be a definite advantage in the two

asured in this study.

More than tho tables of errors mentioned before indicated, the

writing of tho experimental group was by far superior to the parallel

The

intained an excellent attitude

to enjoy finding the gri

terisl learned

groups, and this, of course, cannot be

It would not be possible in a thesis of this sire to Includegroup.
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student papers for comparison* It is hoped that the tables indicating

errors will show this advantage to some degree* The rate of yearly in-

crease in the experimental group was a little greater, however, if it

had been less than the parallel group, the ability in written expression

would perhaps oft-set the test scores* These scores measure only the

students* language ability in an objective manner$ they do not indicate

a student’s ability to express himself on paper*

Considering what has been said thus for in this chapter, it is

endatiens should be made by the author concern-

ing his feeling on the subject* These suggestions ere (1) that students

be allowed to write more as a means of studying grammar and grammatical

patterns5 (2) that students be instructed to analyse the writing they

have done as to the grammar involved! <3) that students be subjected to

fewer nomenclature drills and instructed In more writing skills; and (4)

r in light of the papers that they

write, understanding that this is one of ths? main ;>urposes of studying

obvious that certain rec

that students mainly study gr.

r anyway*9*

The writing of this thesis has been gratifying mainly because it

has prowd to the writer, if to no other teacher, what h@ has felt for

a long time* English in the classroom need not bo laborious. By the

use of composition, classes may be conducted for a full nine months

period In an interesting and challenging manner* Gr

objective of the high school student, but it should be made practical

ir should be cm

and meaningful to the student* One of the greatest ways of making all

this possible is with the use of composition.
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TABLE I

PAGINAL ANALYSIS OF PRESENT DAY ENGLISH TEXTS

Title and Publisher
of Textbooks

Basic Spelling 1?lritten Oral Other
Grammar Vocabulary English English Areas

Language fny Daily Use
{World Book Company)

BtfiJ&lna SsUfiK *aq.U&h £ *36
(Row, Peterson and Company)

Thought and Expression
(The Macmillan Company)

Using Good English
(Laidlaw Brothers)

pur English Language (1)
(American Book Company)

Words and Ide^s
(The Macmillan Company)

Our English Language (2) 130
(American Book Company)

&MU&M B . tter £aalij& £ 178
(Row, Peterson and Company)

linaUih S&max. sM

(Harcourt, Brace and World)

158 28 2350 40

6338 2380

215 16 4650 44

1841276 6 40

220 3015 21 45

209 28 34 74 54

15 10715 71

36 53 7144

2233 18186 53
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TABLE II

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS AND BATTERY MEDIANS
OF THE PARALLEL GROUP

Intelligence
Quotient

Seventh
Battery Median

Student
NutBber

Eighth
Battery Median

l 140 10.89.8
2 130 10.9 11.0
3 129 9.3 9.9

1294 11.2 12.0
1295 9.6 8.6
1296 li.i10.4

7 128 10.7 11.8
8 12.0128 11.4

1269 11.2 11.0
10 126 10,5 11.1
11 11.2126 12.0
12 125 9.3 9.8

12513 10.6 11.0
14 124 10.8 11.0
15 122 9.0 9,9
16 122 10,4 11.5
17 121 11.6 12.0
18 121 10.9 11.8
19 121 9,8 10*4
20 10,1119 10.3
21 119 9.2 9.8
22 119 9.9 10,8
23 117 10.710,1
24 11.2115 11.6
25 10,1115 10,8
26 11,6114 11.5
27 10.2 10.4114
28 112 9.7 10.5
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TABLE III

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS A® BATTERY MEDIANS
OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Seventh
Battery Median

Eighth
Battery Median

Intelligence
Quotient

Student
Number

135l 10*6 11,9
2 134 10,99*4

1293 10.39.7
129 9.3 10.54

128 10.4 11.85
10.1128 9.3

7 128 8,6 10.6
10.18 128 8.9

127 10.1
10.4

10.39
127 12.010

a 10.9126 9.6
12512 10,49.9

13 10,1 11.2125
12514 9.7 10.3
124 10.015 11.9
123 9.9 11.016

17 123 9.3 11.0
8.718 123 10.9

19 123 8,69,1
20 10.1123 10.6
21 123 9,68,9

8,8 10.222 122
7,57.823 121

8.9 10.512124
8.9 8.512125
10.3 11.612026
8.227 120 9.9
8.8119 9.828
9.2 10.529 119

11.210.111430
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TABLE IV

THE OPINIONS OF 220 SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADERS
CONCERNING GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION

No OpinionQuestion* Yes : No

56Do you really enjoy English grammar? 73 91

Do you like writing better than grammar? 23132 65

Would you prefer more writing to drills
in English grammar?

60ISO 30
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TABLE V

A RECORDING OF COMMON ERRORS IN THE PARALLEL GROUP

Months recorded I 2 3 5 6 7 8 94

ss

Misspellings 160 90 92 80 76 102 90 71 60

Sentence fragnenta 19 22 20 16 26 20 17 12 16

Capital letters 73 60 68 52 30 43 51 42 49

Coima faults 136 120 102 98 113 100 98 112 86

Other marks 92 102 90 76 85 82 70 76 72

TABLE VI

A RECORDING OF COMMON ERRORS IN THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Months recorded 123456789

Misspellings 130 87 51 62 40 52 33 22 20

17 19 13 16 8 9 4 8 2Sentence fragments

Capital letters 86 80 62 71 50 52 31 20 27

Comma faults 120 110 96 70 72 51 46 30 36

Other marks 72 86 74 67 62 55 40 42 52

(Note* The recording of errors in the above tables was from a tabulation
taken on two themes per month for the nine month period. If the
number of errors seems extensive, it should be remembered that
approximately sixty themes were considered each recording. These
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papers were written in class without the aid of a dictionary or
help from the teacher* Thus, a more accurate recording of
student ability is perhaps the result* A discussion of these
tables is in Chapter IV*)

A NIJ&-MQHTHS RECORDING OF STUDENT SITING

Oft the next few pages is an organised listing of the writing

program conducted in the experimental and parallel groups in this study*

In this listing all titles given are in quotation marks* some of the

other works are given but not treated as titles. "Free Choice" indicates

that the topic and type used were chosen by the students* This envelopes

both creative and expository writing*

THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

September, 1963

"Introducing Myself*
"One Grad© Higher"
Free Choice
"That’s ifhat Happened to Me*
"Com© to the Fair"
Free Choice
Series of paragraphs

Two giving details
One giving examples
Two giving comparison and contrast
Two giving events in time order

"The Swimming Meet*
"Improvements I’d Make as Principal of Our school"
Free Choice
"Something to Crow About"
"A Very Interesting Animal"
Everyone knew what the midget was going to do* (first sentence
of a short story)

October, 1963

"America the Beautiful"
"Hobby Interest"
Fro© Choice
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"Pigskin"
My heart must have been beating in double time* (first sentence
of a first person experience)
"An Imaginary Trip"
"One® In a Waiting Room"
Free Choice
Futurography (My life Twenty Years Hence)
You could have heard a needle drop* (first sentence of a group
experience)
Free Choice
A letter to an Orphan

November, 1963

"Evidences of Fail"
A Diary for Thanksgiving (a series of personal essays In the form
of diary entries)

For health and life
For friendships
For the four freed
For the right to choose

Free Choice
Free Choice
A letter to the editor (of the local or state paper)
"My Experience at the Dentist*
"Things Mom and Dad Could Not Do"
Free Choice

December, 1963

Some writing (editorial, letter, poem, prose) on the assassination
of President Kennedy
"If I Had Only Three Days to Live"
Free Choice
How to Lose Good Friends
"The Story of Jiles, the Hobo*
Free Choice
The symbols of Christmas (research reports)

Christmas trees
Carols
Gifts

Free Choice (with Christmas motif)
"Things I Plan to do in Making This By Best Christmas"

January, 1964

"Resolutions I Plan to keep"
"Haunted House"
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"Vagabond Fsally"
Free Choice
The first tiae 1 saw Harper 1 felt sorry for hi®. (first sentence
of a short story)
"Winter Fun"
"oocae Television we Could Do iSithout"
Free Choice
"Letters to a Delinquent"
"Mechanical drain"
"A Sight to Ri
Free Choice
"Are Movies Better Than Ever?"
"Money is the .

A discussion of a favorite hook

n
* ♦

February, 1964

Free Choice
Free Choice
A Biblical character sketch
"If I Had a Million Dollars"
Free Choice
A Comparison of Washington and Lincoln
Mercy Killing
"My Opinions About Urban Renewal"
Free Choice
Everyone knew that To® would he expelled, (first sentence of a
short story)
"My Pet Peeves"
"Pose Rules *• Could Do Without*
"The Pitfalls of Gossip"
Free Choice
"Collecting"
"Space Adventure"

March, 1964
" saericanisat % Answer"
Free Choice
"What of Tipping?"
"The Value of Education as X See It*
Free Choice
"Keeping up with the Neighbors"
"How to Catch a Cold"
"The Runaway Kid" (from a newspaper article)
shat a terrible day for a kite contest! (first sentence of a
seasonal story)
Free Choice
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"Ken and the Weather"
"Some Senas and Nonsens©"
Free Choice

AprIlf 19<>4

"Safe by Inches"
"Nhirleybirds”
This I Believe (personal essays of student opinions)

About studying
About dating
About driving
About going to church
About attending school

"The Best Things in Life are Free"
No one knew what Amos kept in that small box under his bod*
(first sentence of a short story)
"Satisfaction"
Free- Choice
"Moving Day"
"My Greatest Fear"
If man could haw his way, the world would
of a thought-provoking idea)
"A Narrow Escape"
Free Choice
"Bargain Hunting"
"The Most xciting Day of My Life"
"School Snobs - Ugh!"
Free Choice

• (a development* *

May, 1904

"Western Rider"
"Puppies for Sale"
Free Choice
One-word ideas at random

"Rescue"
"Escape"
"Surprise"
"Barter"
"Wishbone"

Free Choice
"Job Hunting"
Fra© Choice
"Play Ball"
what he carried in that ragged burlap bag was a mystery to
everyone In the small mountain village* (first sentence of a
short story)
evaluation of the writing projects
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September, 1963

"Introducing Myself"
"A Fair Experience"
Series of paragraphs

One giving details
One giving examples
One giving comparison and contrast
One giving events in time order

"The Swimming Meet"

October, 1963

"An Enjoyable Hobby"
Free Choice
"A Trip I Should Like to Take"
"My Life Twenty Years From Now"

November, 1963

"Some Evidences of Fall"
"For These We Give Thanks" (a Thanksgiving composition)
Free Choice
"Once in a Waiting Room"

December, 1963

"My Thoughts on the President's Assassination"
Free Choice
"Some Ideas on Improving our Christmas"
The Williams children never did have a big Christmas, (first
sentence of a short story)

January, 1964

"The Practical Value of Making Resolutions"
The first time I saw Harper I felt sorry for him. (first sentence
of a short story)
"Winter Fun"
"Vagabond Family"
"Some Television We Could Do Without"

February, 1964

Free Choice
"My Opinions of Urban Renewal"
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A Comparison of Washington and Lincoln
"The Pitfalls of Gossip"
"Space Adventure"

March, 19«W

"Americanism My Answer"
"Keeping up With the neighbors"
Free choice

Sense and Nonsense*•tCL

April, 1964

"Saved by Inches”
This I Believe (personal essays)

About studying
About dating
About driving
About going to church
About attending school

wlhe Most exciting Day of ®y Life**
Free Choice

May, 1964

•western Rider”
"Surprise Package"
At first he did not believe the ticking he heard in the back seat
of his car. (first sentence of a short story)
"Looking for a Job"
Evaluation of the writing projects
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A CREATIVE SEARCH FOR GRAMMATICAL PATTERNS

(A Facsimile)

Directions* From your creative folders find examples of the following
tical patterns and copy the®. For extra credit,

find two examples of each*

Use of a proper noun and a common noun in the same sentence

9*

i

2* A correct usage of subject-verb agreement

3* The correct application of pronoun case

4, Use of a gerund subject

5* A gerund used as a direct object

6* Any use of a noun clause {label)

7, Any use of a participle {ending in "ing")

8* Any other participle (not ending in ’•lng")

9* The use of a noun infinitive

10* A correct adjective infinitive

The use of an adverbial infinitive11

12 An adjective clause

The use of an adverbial clause13

what you consider to be your best sentence of description

One of your most realistic passages of dialogue

14

15

Notes This sheet was used at the end of the year as a guide to helping
tical patterns they had used instudents discover the many gr

their writing during the year.


